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Are we free to code the law?
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A. Online Documentation Systems
See, e.g.
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About I CAN!
See I CAN! E file
See
See InnovAction Awards
Online Self Help Center
Online Court Assistance Program
startupPerColator
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See e.g. Justice and Technology Practicum
Lawyering in an Age of Smart Machines
See also Legal education goes high tech
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C. Unauthorized Practice of Law
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anywhere
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A. The Case for Prohibition
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C. Reaching a Balance
See Technology Assisted Review in E Discovery
Can Be More Effective and More Efficient Than Exhaustive Manual Review
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See, e.g. The Unauthorized Practice of Law and
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New York Lawyers Ass’n v. Dacey
How To Avoid Probate!
Randomized Evaluation in Legal Assistance: What Difference Does Representa
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physically
communicative
B. Typology of Expressions
vacated
See, e.g. Scriveners in Cyberspace: Online Document Preparation and
the Unauthorized Practice of Law Does Legal
Zoom Have First Amendment Rights? Some Thoughts About Freedom of Speech and the Unauthor
ized Practice of Law, The Use of Legal Software
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Text
teks The Weavers
Building Legal Practice Systems with Today’s Commercial Authoring
Tools
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freer
See ELIZA—a Computer
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